
INDIAN NATIONAL ARMY ESSAY ON LEADERSHIP

The Indian National Army was an armed force formed by Indian nationalist Rash Behari Bose in . The Indian leaders
feared that they would appear to be Japanese puppets, so a decision was taken that the INA would go to battle only
when.

New Delhi: Orient Longman,  None could describe it better than Adalbert Seifriz, who was a German officer
in the training camp of the Legionaries. For many Indian soldiers, their experiences in the Malaya campaign
â€” whether it was enduring British racism or seeing the previously undefeated British vanquished by the
Japanese in such a convincing fashion â€” proved the vital catalyst in their willingness to join the INA. The
process to select those to face trial started. The organisation of the Azad Hind forces and their exploits are a
milestone in the history of the Indian struggle for freedom; the formation of which was the brain child of
Subhash Chandra Bose. It was treated as a foreign mission, entitling its members to a higher scale of rations,
and exemption from some of the aliens' regulations. He worked out a master plan of campaign for the INA
with the ultimate goal of reaching Delhi. This article is based on a presentation by the author at the second
conference of the Institute for Historical Review in August at Pomona College, southern California. The
realization virtually precipitated the process leading to the transfer of power. After the first battal ion was
given a hearty send-off, an untoward incident happened within the legion; two companies of the second
battalion refused to move. Isolated, losing men to exhaustion and to desertion, low on ammunition and food,
and pursued by Commonwealth forces, the surviving units of the second division began an attempt to
withdraw towards Rangoon. This made Subhas Chandra Bose to call off the war and he withdrew his army
men. He was given a tumultuous welcome by the resident Indians and was profusely 'garlanded' wherever he
went. He wished to stay with his government at Singapore to surrender to the British, reasoning that a trial in
India and possible execution would ignite the country, serving the independence movement. As we have
already seen, the unfortunate turn of events during World War II prevented Netaji's dream of his victorious
march to Delhi at the head of his Indian National Army from becoming a reality. The INA, however, fought
with mixed results and its level of military effectiveness was generally low. From radio broadcasting, he
advanced into forming an Indian military unit, although it was in clear violation of the Italo-German
agreement. Under Bhonsle was Lt. Chakrabarty of Calcutta High Court, who had also served as the acting
Governor of West Bengal in India, disclosed the following in a letter addressed to the publisher of Dr.
According to Bose's plan there would be three divisions from thirty thousand regulars and another unit of
twenty thousand mainly from civilian volunteers. Netaji could look back at his two years work in Germany
with a sense of pride and accomplishment. If the German push towards Ardennes was Wacht am Rhein, the
Japanese-Indian thrust against Imphal might be called "Wacht am Chindwin" although the official Japanese
code-name for the action was most prosaic: Operation "U". Editor in chief , A Beacon Across Asia, op. Born
in British colonized India, Subhas Bose dreamt of an independent India right from his childhood. Goebbels in
his diary on 11 May: We don't like this idea very much, since we do not think the time has yet come for such a
political manoeuvre. Seifriz, Adalbert, in preface to Netaji in Germany , by N. So there were no signs of any
anxiety. However, allied troops later crossed the Irrawaddy at several points and the Japanese and INA units
were surrounded. The recruitment efforts, however, at the onset met with some opposition from the prisoners,
who evidently had misgivings about Netaji's intentions and motivations. In the present episode we have
examined the historical tasks fulfilled by Netaji and his army in Europe and Asia during World War II, and
their significance. Hayashi had advocated an attack on Imphal. But at the same time Non â€” cooperation
movement was gaining momentum in India. After a rest for ten days in this region, during which period they
had to ward off sporadic attacks by the French underground, the Legionaries took to the road once again.
Travelling across the ocean, the Japanese reached Sabang on 6 May,  He had also just declared the Legion in
Europe to be part of the INA and had appointed Nambiar to be a Minister in the Provisional Government; his
Chief Commissioner had been installed in the Andamans, his first heroes from the Arakan front had been
decorated, and the, INA troops had raised the national standard of free India in Kohima; and now, the fall of
Imphal seemed very near. Politician is person who is a nation is an unspoken understanding of political leaders
of some famous indian political leaders. By now, a legend had grown around him, and its magic infected his
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audiences. So after about ten months of stay in the coastal region of Lacanau in France, the Indian Legion
started its road back. By the end of , the Axis had scored successes everywhere. Behind them marched
thousands of stragglers: rain-soaked, emaciated with fever and malnutrition. Shortly before Bose's departure
the Japanese Naval Command raised objections because of an internal Japanese regulation not permitting
civilians to travel on a warship in wartime. He passed I. See you again in Imphal at the celebration of the
Emperor's birthday on 29 April.


